
GPS Coordinates: 35.9281178,14.4482749

Access

From the car park above Għar San Brinkat, 

cross the road and follow the path along the 

Victoria Lines, until you reach the bridge 

across the valley. To the left of the bridge is a 

short scramble down to the valley bottom. 

Follow the path downstream under the 

bridge for about 50m.

Alternatively, it is possible to follow a 

high-level path starting at the left hand edge 

of Crucifix Cave.

Introduction

Wied Anġlu is the steep valley south-west of 

Għar San Brinkat, in Għargħur. It contains a 

number of historical climbs, all in traditional 

style. The new sector is a cove a few meters 

upstream from Anġlu Crack. Climbing here 

consists of a number of number of trad 

routes in the lower to middle grades, and a 

very limited selection of sport routes.

The sector is intended as an ideal location to 

learn trad climbing. Most of the trad routes 

have ample options for protection, though in 

some cases this will require a range of gear.  

As in much of Malta, a recommended rack 

includes a selection of nuts, offset nuts, 

hexes, cams, and tricams. A threader and thin 

60cm slings are also useful.

Boiting Ethic

Wied Anġlu is a predominantly trad climbing 

area. Two bolts have been installed as lower 

offs on trad routes due to the very limited 

options at the top. This follows existing 

placements on established routes.

We have avoided bolting sport routes where 

there was adequate natural protection      

available. We have also made sure that bolts 

are not within reach of adjacent trad routes. 

We encourage any further developers to 

follow similar guidelines. In particular, trad 

routes should not be retro-bolted without 

the consent of the first ascensionist.

Disclaimer

Climbing is an activity with a danger of 

personal injury or death. By using this guide 

you acknowledge that you understand these 

risks and accept responsibility for your own 

actions. While every effort has been made to 

check the accuracy of this guide, you also 

accept that inaccuracies may exist, and that 

you will not hold the authors or publishers 

responsible for any errors or omissions, or 

any injuries or damage resulting from its use.
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Lower offs consist of two bolts for trad, chain and 

ring for sport, as marked. Grades are tentative, 

pending further ascents. Sector in development, 

we will update this topo with progress.

1: Fluffy [5a] - climb the shallow crack to a 

ledge, then up on the face to a large block; top 

this to finish. [4B] (Johann A. Briffa 2018-06-22)

2: Third Time’s The Charm [HVS 5a] - climb 

the slab to reach a wide crack, follow this to a 

short chimney; considerably harder using only 

the crack. (Johann A. Briffa 2018-08-15)

3: Also Known As... [VDiff] - climb the 

leftward leaning crack into a short chimney, 

finishing on a comfortable ledge. (Hendrik-Jan 

Klijn 2018-06-10)

4: Fluffy Arête [5c] - straight up the arête to a 

ledge; pull on the tufa to reach the top. [4B] 

(Johann A. Briffa 2018-07-11)

5: Black Arrow [HVS 5a] - climb the crack left 

of the black streak all the way to the top, 

tricams are handy here. (Hendrik-Jan Klijn 

2018-06-07)

6: Crazy Dutchman [HVS 4c] - from a low 

ledge climb straight up; tricams provide useful 

protection. (Hendrik-Jan Klijn 2018-06-03)

7: Just Another One [S 4a] - climb the arête to 

a good hold and gear placement; straight up 

into a recess to a prominent small flake; finish 

left. (Johann A. Briffa 2018-06-22)

8: The Gardener [HVS 5a] - climb to a ledge, 

staying right of the caper, then straight up to 

reach a flake and shallow groove. (Hendrik-Jan 

Klijn 2018-06-03)

9: Gardener’s Crack [S 4a] - from a vegetated 

ledge climb the obvious narrow crack to the 

top. (Johann A. Briffa 2018-06-07)

10: Gardener’s Phallus [VS 4c] - from an 

outlying boulder cross to a ledge and straight 

up to the top. (Hendrik-Jan Klijn 2018-06-07)

11: Easy Rake [M] - quickest access to the top 

anchors. (Johann A. Briffa 2018-06-23)

12: Fist Full of Capers [VS 4c] - take the 

leftward crack to a good spike belay; right past 

the caper to the anchor with poor protection. 

(Hendrik-Jan Klijn 2018-06-23)

The following routes are historical, documented 

in out-of-print guide books, as indicated.

A: Anthropoid’s Delight [VS 5a] (1986, 2007)

B: Anġlu Crack [VS 4c] (1971, 1986, 2007)

C: Idiots Wall [HVS 4c] (1986, 2007)

D: Anġlu Twin [HS 4b] (1971, 1986, 2007)
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